Dear Editor:

I want to thank the editors and staff for the publication of the preface to volume eleven, number one of COMM\lAW CONSPECTUS for the tribute you and the contributors accorded me. It is wonderful to be eulogized while one is still alive.

There is one point in the preface, which I feel the need to address. Some of the contributors indicated that the creation of this journal was my idea. In fact, it was a student in the Institute for Communications Law Studies, Dorothy E. Cukier who first proposed COMM\lAW's creation. Dorothy was a former editor at a book publisher and was superbly qualified to get a scholarly journal off the ground. I told her, if you will pardon a sports analogy, that if she would carry the ball down the field, I would run interference for her with the dean and faculty. She did so and left a wonderful legacy for all the students who have worked on the COMM\lAW CONSPECTUS over the years and those yet to come and, perhaps more importantly, the journal's many readers.

Thank you for letting me set the record straight.

Sincerely,

Harvey L. Zuckman  
Ordinary Professor of Law & Faculty Adviser